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Abstract—In this paper, The evolution of cloud computing is
used to increase in image size and making the outsourcing of
image storage. Data confidentiality is the main source of cloud
computing. The main concern in data confidentiality is used to
state-of the-art encryption scheme. The state-of the-art schemes
do not allow cloud datacenters to operate encrypted images.
Paillier changes the multi Crypt to Cryptosystem-based image
scaling and cropping schemes. Paillier cryptosystem-based
scheme is used for multi-user settings and it allows cloud
datacenters and is used to image scaling and cropping in the
encrypted domain. According to multi Crypt, multiple users can
process the images without sharing anyone to use. Multi Crypt
analysis shows an IND-CPA secure and results an acceptable
overhead .When scaling a 512*512 image in multi crypt, user
to download image approximately 5:3 times more than the unencrypted scaling data. It works approximately 2:3 seconds
more for obtaining the scaled image in plaintext.
Keywords— Image user; Image
Cryptosystem;Image processing.
I.

outsourcing;
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is used to access unlimited storage and
computational resources. The resources are remotely accessed
by the cloud users. It does not allow to perform scaling and
cropping image operations. Advantage of cloud computing has
to offer little credibility. Cloud computing comes with
numerous possibilities and challenges. The data might be
collected or leaked in the cloud computing infrastructure. The
existing hard drives are replaced with new ones.[1]
The data in the cloud is used to access and modified by the
several authorized users. The reason of performing operations
on encrypted image secrecy. Scaling and cropping operations
are combined to implement zooming and panning operations.
These are two key features in image.
Streaming, homomorphism encryption scheme supporting
certain operations. The scaling and cropping images are totally
based on modified paillier cryptosystem. A novel space
efficient tiling scheme is used for tile level encrypted domain
operations like scaling and cropping. The main contribution of
multi crypt is providing full fledged multiuser scheme. Multi
crypt creates and stores only one copy for one image .the
requested part of image is send via cloud server to user .By
using this scheme, users don’t need any shared keys to view
and process images. [2] Modified paillier cryptosystem scheme
required more than one datacenter.State of art Shamir’s secrets
sharing scheme doesn’t require any data center to crop and
scale the encrypted images. Naive per pixel encryption having
40 times more storage than the multi crypt encryption.
II.

perform operations on the encrypted image, partial
homomorphic cryptosystem-based solutions. Based on dynamic
extraction of image features are used for searching encrypted
images. multi crypt can have less computational and storage.
The naïve per-pixel encryption having more computational
storage. Naive per- pixel encryption flexibility is lost per
selecting an individual pixel. To implement the encrypting
images using image outsourcer, cloud server, image user, key
management authority.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Image Outsource
Third-party cloud provider makes scaling and cropping the
images. The attachment of image out sourcing is security and
privacy concern. When the image outsourcer encrypts the
image then only we can send the image to cloud data center.
The image outsourcer performs some operations like deleting
images and accessing Read / Write policies [5]
B. cloud server
It is used to storing and processing images in the websites like
Amazon, Flip Kart. In the cloud server infrastructure, first we
can store encrypted images and checking authorities. Requested
image is retrieved from its image store.[6] The requested image
is scaled and cropped in an encrypted manner.
C. Image User
The requested image is accessed by image outsourcer and
giving authorization to image user. Image user performs
scaling and cropping operations in image depending on the
authorization. The authorization permissions can only given by
image user.[7] The permissions like read request or process
request. Based on request, image user decrypts the image.
Image users don’t have any shared keys.
D. Key Management Authority (KMA)

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The cryptosystems is used for covering the images. Number of
ways to protect images by using Public Key Cryptosystem
(PKC), Watermarking, Shamir’s secret sharing and chaosbased encryption. Cloud datacenters have been proposed to

KMA is used to generate the keys and recalls. It generates two
keys like a client and server pair for each user, be an Image
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Outsourcer or Image User. The client side keys are transmitted
to the user. [3]The server side keys are transmitted to the Cloud
Server. With the support of the Cloud Server, the KMA recalls
the requested key from the system. KMA deals with the less
amount of data and it can be easily secured.

Figure 2: Home page

Although proposed tile-level encryption scheme 2DCrypt can
have less computational and storage overheads than the naive
per-pixel encryption, the flexibility of selecting an individual
pixel is lost. To allow cloud datacenters to perform operations
on the encrypted image, partial homomorphic cryptosystembased solutions have been proposed. A partial homomorphic
cryptosystem exclusively offers either addition or
multiplication operations.[4] Paillier, Goldwasser-Micali,
Benaloh, Shamir’s secret sharing are among partially
homomorphic cryptosystems that support addition. Few works
have been proposed for searching encrypted images based on
dynamic extraction of image features.Note that the image after
the first round of decryption on the cloud server is still
encrypted and the Cloud Server cannot learn the secret
information contained in the image. To access the image in
clear-text, a second round of decryption is required using the
user-side key of the Image User (or Image Outsourcer) for the
final decryption round.
IV.

RESULT

Figure 3: shared data viewing form
CONCLUSION
Cloud-based image processing has data confidentiality issues,
which can lead to privacy loss. In this paper, we addressed this
issue by proposing 2DCrypt, a modified Paillier cryptosystembased scheme that allows a cloud server to perform scaling and
cropping operations without learning the image content. In
2DCrypt, users do not need to share keys for accessing the
image stored in the cloud. Therefore, 2DCrypt is suitable for
scenarios where it is not desirable for the image user to
maintain per-image keys. Furthermore, 2DCrypt is more
practical than existing schemes based on Shamir’s secret
sharing because it neither employs more than one datacenter
nor assumes that multiple adversaries could collude by
accessing a certain number of datacenters.
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